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Abstract

Serious games have an entirely different purpose than just entertainment: they are meant
to educate, make plans, help in the decision making process or, as we will see in this
dissertation, enable ill and elderly people recover from their illness and disabilities. These
games’ goal is to help solve problems through interactive and fun activities. They should
have a benefic effect on the players, having them make a noticeable progress throughout
the entire treatment.
Our aim was to develop a serious game for Parkinson’s disease patients. In this dissertation
we explore the use of serious games and technologies to aid patients, by improving their
lifestyle, delaying or reducing drug use, while still maintaining or improving function. We
also describe the disease and its normal treatments for comparison with our solution.

Our methodology is based on a game developed with Unity and using Kinect, where players
have to perform a series of meaningful tasks (challenges) that aim to have the benefits
previously referred, while being monitored by the therapists and doctors, who also control
the parameters on which the game runs, tailored to each specific patient. The main goals
were achieved, with proven satisfaction and great feedback both from the patients and
doctors/therapists.

Keywords: videogames, Parkinson’s disease, motor disabilities, serious games, games
for health, games for elderly.
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Resumo

Os jogos sérios têm um propósito inteiramente diferente que apenas entretenimento: eles
são pensados para educar, fazer planos, ajudar no processo de tomada de decisões ou,
como veremos nesta dissertação, permitir às pessoas idosas e doentes recuperar das
suas doenças e incapacidades. O objetivo deste tipo de jogos é resolver problemas através
de atividades divertidas e interativas. Estes devem ter um efeito benéfico nos jogadores,
fazendo-os ter um progresso percetível durante todo o tratamento.

A nossa intenção era desenvolver um jogo sério para a reabilitação de pacientes que
sofrem da doença de Parkinson. Nesta dissertação exploramos o uso de jogos sérios e
tecnologias que possam ajudar os pacientes, melhorando o seu estilo de vida, retardando
ou reduzindo o uso de medicamentos, ainda que mantendo ou melhorando as suas
funções motoras e cognitivas. Também descrevemos a doença de Parkinson e quais os
tratamentos e terapias normais em comparação com a nossa solução.

A nossa metodologia é baseada num jogo desenvolvido em Unity e usando o Kinect, onde
os jogadores têm que realizar uma série de tarefas significativas (desafios). A intenção é
causar os benefícios anteriormente referidos enquanto os pacientes são monitorizados
pelos médicos e terapeutas, os quais controlam os parâmetros sobre os quais o jogo corre,
adaptados e personalizados para cada paciente específico. Os objetivos principais foram
alcançados, com satisfação provada e com excelentes comentários tanto dos pacientes
como dos médicos e terapeutas.

Palavras-chave: videojogos, doença de Parkinson, deficiências motoras, jogos sérios,
jogos para a saúda, jogos para os idosos.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Parkinson’s disease is a neuro-degenerative disorder characterized by the clinic triad of bradykinesia,
rigidity and tremor [1]. It can result in significant disability and morbidity for the millions of patients
affected. Parkinson’s disease primarily affects individuals age 60 and older, limiting their functional
mobility and, at times, their ability to sustain independent living [2]. It has been estimated that, across
Western Europe’s five and the world’s ten most populous nations, there were between 4.1 and 4.6
million people over 50 years of age with Parkinson’s in 2005. This total is expected to double to between
8.7 and 9.3 million by 2030 [3]. Parkinson’s is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder,
after Alzheimer’s disease.
Overall cost estimates for Parkinson’s disease vary from country to country, but the largest
component of direct cost is typically inpatient care and nursing home costs, while prescription drugs are
the smallest contributor [4]. Indirect costs arising from productivity loss and career burden tend to be
high. The total cost in the UK has been estimated to be between £449 million and £3.3 billion annually,
depending on the cost model and prevalence rate used [4].
People with Parkinson’s disease can live full and active lives, and an important part of this is leisure
time and clinical treatments that involve physical activity, movements training and speech practice [5].
Parkinson’s disease can make some activities difficult, but often the only restriction is the sole interest
of the individual [5]. A person with Parkinson’s disease should make an effort to keep up their social
contact, continuing to interact with others and taking pride in themselves and their appearance.
Someone who is open and honest about Parkinson’s disease has no reason to feel anxious when out
in public or when in the company of family and friends [6].
In addition to improving the overall quality of life, leisure activities like playing a videogame can also
[6]:


Reduce stress and anxiety;



Revive personality;



Promote independence;



Exercise the body and brain;



Encourage a new or existing interest;



Provide an opportunity to enjoy an activity together with a caregiver, friend or loved one.

It is very important to us that people who struggle with Parkinson’s disease and other movement
diseases every day, increase their sense of self-worth and independence, by achieving small tasks
and improving a little every day, while staying at the comfort of their home and being around their
loved ones. This is where games and videogames can help them immensely.
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1.2

Context

The industry of videogames has suffered an immense growth in the last decade. With this, the interest
in Serious Games has also increased, and it is an area where there is a lot of active research ongoing.
Serious Games are defined as games with goals other than, and beyond, sole entertainment. They have
been used for various and diverse applications, such as military, industrial training, learning, schooling
advertisement, simulation and cultural or social awareness [8].
Therapy, medical and health training, as well as being used as a tool to rehabilitation and
physiotherapy for patients, are also areas with a huge development in Serious Games [8]. These
particular games are the so-called Games for Health, which we will be explaining and exploring later on
this paper.

We worked very closely with doctors and therapists from the Hospital de Santa Maria in Lisbon and
from the Campus Neurológico Sénior in Torres Vedras, Portugal, as well as the Associação de Doentes
com Parkinson who make a living out of researching, treating and following closely Parkinson’s disease
patients and their everyday struggles. They think that the development of a game, which can help their
patients by improving their movements and speech, as well as their well-being by avoiding so many
visits to the clinic or hospital, from the comfort of their home, is a big step. It can create the possibility of
positively affecting the life of the millions of people who have to live with this and other similar diseases.
It was also offered the welcomed possibility to work with Parkinson’s disease patients for testing
purposes and to better understand the symptoms and treatments they need to go through.

1.3

Objective

Our aim is to combine leisure and clinical treatment, in order to help Parkinson’s disease patients,
and more generically other movement diseases patients, to have a better lifestyle. We can achieve
this by resorting to a powerful tool that is widely used nowadays: serious games, and particularly,
games for health.
To achieve this, we first need to understand and study Parkinson’s disease, as well as other
diseases that affect the overall movements or motion of a person. From there, we will try to recreate
the same treatments that they need to go through in the hospital and clinic in the form of a videogame.
This has many advantages, such as: being able to make their exercises from home; avoiding a lot of
trips to the hospital and clinic; practicing as many times as they want, for as long as they want;
creating a whole new level of engagement that is only possible through videogames and other devices
that create emerging, engaging and fun environments.
This videogame aims to create similar effects on the patients as their corresponding required
physical treatments, but with all the advantages that were previously referred.
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Parkinson’s Disease

2
2.1

Definition and cause

Parkinson’s disease is a progressive and chronic degenerative disease of the central nervous system.
We had the need to study and understand it, in order to better communicate with the patients and to
better develop our solution, shaped for their particular needs.
Its appearance is caused by a large decrease of dopamine production. Dopamine is a
neurotransmitter, a chemical messenger that is in charge of transmission of messages between nerve
cells. It plays a key role in the control of our mental and motor functions, such as stabilizing the span of
attention, state of our mood, memory, motivation/rewards for learning and even control of the movement
and cognition, yielding stimulant actions in the central nervous system, to get involved in feelings of
pleasure and motivation [9].
This substance is very important because it makes sure that our body makes the voluntary moves
the correct way and automatically. This means that we actually don’t need to think in every single move
that our muscles do (which is unpraticable [9]).
Dopamine’s production occurs mainly in two distinct regions of the brain: the substantia nigra, a region
of the midbrain, and the vertral tegmental area (VTA). The motor symptoms of Parkinson's disease,
result from the death of dopamine-generating cells in these areas. The cause of this cell death is
unknown which makes Parkinson's disease often defined as a parkinsonian syndrome (collection of the
main motor symptoms) that is idiopathic (having no known cause) [10].

There are some rare and atypical cases that are registered as having a genetic origin. Since
Parkinson’s disease has no known cause, there are numerous ongoing investigations to determine its
cause and factors that can prevent/potentiate the disease’s appearance. Some of the clearest evidence
found for an increased risk of Parkinson’s disease in [11]:


Older adults (most cases occur after the age of 50; it’s very rare to find someone under 40
with Parkinson’s disease);



People with precedents of Parkinson’s disease in their family;



Males (men are more prone to have the disease than women);



People exposed to certain pesticides;



People who had head injuries;



People who live in the country (can be derived of drinking water from wells and farming);

For the disease’s prevention there is some evidence showing that there is a reduced risk in tobacco
smokers and caffeine consumers (probably because the nicotine and caffeine are dopamine stimulants,
although this has yet to be proven) [12].
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2.2

Symptoms

Our brain is not only responsible for our thoughts and reasoning, but also for our movements, from a
simple glance to the actions of eating or walking and running. The nervous system sends messages to
the muscles through neurotransmitters, originating all movements the human body is able to make.
Dopamine, as already mentioned, is a neurotransmitter that acts on control and coordination of fine
movements. It is essential that it is always within normal parameters, since it is responsible for all the
little and complex actions we perform in our day-to-day [10]. A very good example of this is when driving,
the drivers don’t exactly pay attention to their specific actions, but it’s an activity that requires a great
motor coordination and a lot of muscle effort. Driving can be referred to as a precise or fine movement,
meaning that it’s highly dependent on dopaminergic neurons.

Early in the course of the disease, the most obvious symptoms are movement-related and are
immediately associated with Parkinson’s disease. Later, thinking and behavioral problems may arise,
as well as other symptoms [9]. Normally, the onset of signs and symptoms is slow but the speed of
progression for each one of them is variable in each case. The symptoms can be divided in two great
categories:
2.2.1 Motor symptoms


Tremor

The tremor (shaking) occurs mostly in the hands or arms when the patients are resting and standing
still, but improves when they move their limbs. This is an effective way to distinguish normal tremors
that older people normally have from the ones that are actually symptomatic of Parkinson’s disease.
Tremors also affect other areas of the body like the legs, feet or chin.
In the initial stage of the disease, tremors are one of the first symptoms appearing [13] and normally
no one notices them or gives them much importance, since it’s usual that older adults suffer from some
degree of shaking.
Most of the patients present this symptom.


Bradykinesia and akinesia

Bradykinesia is defined as slowness of movement. Akinesia is the total absence of movement. They
are the most problematic symptoms for patients and the most characteristic clinical features of
Parkinson’s disease, being associated with extreme difficulties in the movement process: from planning
to initiation and finally execution of a movement. Bradykinesia is the most disabling symptom in the early
stages of the disease [13].
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Rigidity

The muscles rigidity is another of the many symptoms that Parkinson’s disease brings. It usually
starts on one side only, spreading as the disease progresses. It conveys a sense that the muscles get
stuck, because of an excessive and continuous contraction of the muscles [13], which often limits the
range of the patient’s movements and thus causing a sharp pain.


Postural instability

This is a typical symptom of late stages of the disease. Postural instability leads to impaired balance
and frequent falls, which can cause bone fractures. Up to 40% of the patients may experience falls [13].
The number of falls are related to the severity of the disease. It is mainly produced by a failure of postural
reflexes.

There are other common symptoms of Parkinson’s disease like the difficulty with walking and gait,
loss of facial expressions, changes on the blinking of eyes, speech and swallowing disturbances, a
blurred vision, fatigue, micrographia (which is a small and cramped handwriting) and urinary
incontinence [13].

2.2.2 Non-motor symptoms

Non-motor symptoms are mainly related to thinking and behavioral problems that may arise.
Dementia is commonly occurring in the advanced stages of the disease, whereas depression is the most
common psychiatric symptom. Other symptoms include sensory, sleep and emotional problems, as well
as anxiety, weak memory, hallucinations, psychoses, apathy, loss of smell, constipation or even a slow
reasoning [14].

2.3

Treatments

There is no cure for the Parkinson’s disease. However, there are very effective treatments for
controlling the patients’ symptoms [5].
2.3.1 Pharmacological measures

There are many drugs that help delaying the progression of Parkinson’s disease symptoms, like
walking, movement and tremor, by increasing the patient’s brain supply of dopamine. Nowadays, these
are the most widely used: Selegiline, Amantadine, anticholinergic, Levodopa and dopamine agonist.
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Levodopa is the most effective Parkinson’s disease medication and it’s been used for 30 years as the
main treatment. It is a natural chemical that passes into the brain and is converted to dopamine. Side
effects may include nausea or lightheadness, and after prolonged use the patient can suffer from serious
neuropsychiatric symptoms [6].

Over time, however, the benefits of drugs frequently diminish or become less consistent, although
symptoms usually can continue to be fairly well controlled.

2.3.2 Surgical procedures

Surgeries have been used for a long time as Parkinson’s disease treatments, deep brain stimulation
being the most effective. In this procedure, surgeons implant electrodes into a specific part of the brain,
sending electrical pulses and creating the possibility of reducing some symptoms, like reducing or halting
dyskinesias (involuntary movements), reduce tremor, reduce rigidity and improve bradykinesia.
It is mostly used and advised for patients who have unstable medication (levodopa) responses.
Deep brain stimulation doesn’t keep Parkinson’s disease from progressing and is a very expensive
procedure.

2.3.3 Non-pharmacological measures

These measures include a huge variety of treatments and habits in order to minimize some of the
Parkinson’s disease symptoms. They don’t stop the symptoms progression (although it can be slowed
down) but cause the patient to be more motivated to face the organic and psychological changes that
are the result of motor impairment [5]. These measures are:


Education

Every patient needs to be informed of how their disease develops, the possible causes, and what
treatment is most recommended for their specific case.


Supportive care

The psychological and family support is critical to help the patient cope with the disease in the most
positive way. If no such support is provided it is more likely that patients develop depression. When
supportive care is not available (for any reason), patients are advised to go to support groups and/or
attend occupational therapy.
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Exercise

Physical exercises do not prevent the disease progression but help maintaining a desirable and
convenient state of muscle function. Rigidity and bradykinesia are serious disabilities, being responsible
for limited physical function that gets worse over time. Exercise provides a way to practice movements
by repetition and imitation, and makes the patient feel more active and in a good mood.


Nutrition

Malnutrition and weight loss are recurring consequences of Parkinson’s disease. All patients should
have a healthy diet, consisting in varied food, rich in calcium and fiber, as to create a general welfare
and helping in the prevention of osteoporosis among other diseases. It’s also important to be careful
with the quantity of proteins ingested, since it can interfere with the L-dopa absorption.
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3

Games for Health

3.1

Serious Games

A serious game is a videogame that is designed for a purpose other than pure entertainment, but
have other “serious” purposes. These can refer to games used by various industries like defense,
education, scientific exploration, health care, management, planning, engineering, and many more. A
serious game has an explicit and thought-out educational purpose and is not intended to be played
primarily for amusement [7].

The main advantages of serious games are that they develop intuitive, affordable, accessible and
familiar training environments for a wide range of educational and training applications, having
outstanding and faster results on the players. The success of games-based learning is largely
recognized [7], since it’s a great medium for delivering complex information by creating a better
engagement and retention. They also offer instant gratification and instant rewards, which is very
important in creating a feeling of satisfaction on the player.

Learning from games can be induced in two types: affective learning or motor learning [8]. We can
also identify some features for optimal learning environments, which can be implemented on a serious
game gameplay. They are, quoting [8]:


Clear learning goals



Broad experiences and practice opportunities that continue to challenge the learner and
reinforce expertise



Continuous monitoring of progress, and use of this information to diagnose performance
and adjust instruction to learner level of mastery



Encouragement of inquiry and questions, and response with answers that are appropriate
to the learner and context



Contextual Bridging: Games and simulations can close the gap between what is learned
and its use.

In the field of serious games, we will focus our work on games that are used to help patients cope
with their diseases, may it be for rehabilitation, physiotherapy or exercise. These are often referred to
as Games for Health.
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3.2

About the Games for Health project

Games for Health is a professional community in the field of health games1. Its aim is to bring together
the best minds in game development and health care in order to create and advance game technologies
that improve health and the delivery of health care. Using games for health involves many uses from
exercise, health education and therapeutic opportunities.

The primary mission of this project is to raise awareness for all the possibilities that games bring when
used in different contexts (other than entertainment). Games have unique properties like pure
engagement, immersion and a fun factor associated with them, which make the possibilities in using
them for treatments and education endless and truly exciting. It is very important to educate doctors,
patients and even game developers about this type of games in order to come up with a lot of different
solutions, test them and improve the patients’ lifestyle and treatments they have to go under. The Games
for Health project also focus on developing these games, which can make a positive impact on the
health of communities and health care. They offer support to the community, knowledge and business
development efforts to use cutting-edge games and game technologies to improve health and health
care.

1

The Games for Health Project has many useful materials available at their website: http://gamesforhealth.org/
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4
4.1

Related Work
Rehabilitation Gaming System
The Rehabilitation Gaming System is a new and highly innovative Virtual Reality tool for the

rehabilitation of deficits that occur after brain lesions. Currently, the Rehabilitation Gaming System has
been successfully applied to the rehabilitation of the upper extremities after a stroke2.

The brain has a property called neuroplasticity, which is the brain capacity of changing and
adapting itself due to changes in behavior, environment or neural processes, as well as changes
resulting from bodily injury, such as strokes [15].
The Rehabilitation Gaming System is based on the neurobiological considerations that plasticity
of the brain remains throughout life and therefore can be utilized to achieve functional reorganization of
the brain areas affected by a stroke. This can be used to activate secondary motor areas such as the
mirror neurons system (the ability to learn by imitation) [16].

While training with the Rehabilitation Gaming System, the patient is playing individualized games
where movement execution is combined with the observation of correlated actions performed by a virtual
body displayed in a first person perspective on the monitor (see Figure 1). It also is a multi-level adaptive
tool, providing a task oriented game training with individualized graded complexity. The system
optimizes the user’s training by analyzing all the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the user’s
performance during the tasks. This allows for a detailed assessment of the deficits of the patient and
their recovery dynamics.

Figure 1 – The Rehabilitation Gaming System

2

The Rehabilitation Gaming System website has a lot of useful information: http://rgs-project.eu/
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The Rehabilitation Gaming System is currently being evaluated in clinical studies and the initial results
with 14 patients show a positive impact in their progress and recovery. It’s also deployed in a number
of hospitals with positive outcomes on rehabilitation.

Strong points about this system are that it is designed to be portable and being able to use at home,
making home rehabilitation possible. The only requirements to use the Rehabilitation Gaming System
are the RGS software, a common computer, a webcam and tripod and data-gloves (which are optional).
The system also provides personalized cognitive and functional rehabilitation as well as giving the
patients their status, progress, prognosis and individualized rehabilitation protocols.
This was a good starting point for our own work, as it is very similar in some points, although it doesn’t
exactly address some of our concerns dealing with Parkinson’s disease patients. We want to eliminate
the maximum number of hardware needed and consequently the costs of a solution like this. But the
principle of enabling patients to do their rehabilitation at home is shared, and we will now present some
rehabilitation scenarios as they can serve as example and inspiration for our future game.

4.1.1 Rehabilitation Scenarios
The rehabilitation scenarios (mini games) that are presented next are the ones that are already
developed and under testing. These scenarios aim to explore the movements that patients struggle with
the most, making them practice and improve by repetition and imitation. They all have different levels of
difficulty, which is something we also implemented in our solution.
Integrated in the virtual world of every scenario is a model of a human torso with arms positioned in
such a way that the user has a first person view of the upper extremities.
Diagnostic scenario
It’s a scenario that has the capability of measuring the user's functional motor abilities.
Reaching game
This training task combines reaching and grasping exercises. Spheres move towards the user and
these are to be intercepted through the movement of the virtual arms (see Figure 2). The task difficulty
is defined by different gaming parameters, like the speed of the moving spheres, the interval between
the appearance of consecutive spheres and the horizontal range of dispersion of the spheres in the field
of view.
This was the main inspiration for our own game, as we will show later when we describe it with detail.
Together with the doctors and therapists we worked with, we found this to be a great solution to be
developed and tested, as well as using many of the same parameters that could change to have different
levels of difficulty, and making it easier to test the progression of each patient. The main difference is
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that we use the whole body and the movements involved are reaching upward and not forward, as
portrayed in this example.

Figure 2 – Reaching game. Rehabilitation training task in which
the user has to hit targets appearing in specific positions.

Placing game
In this game spheres have to be intercepted, grasped and released in baskets of matching colors at
different positions (see Figure 3). These levels combine proximal and distal movements sequentially.

Figure 3 – Placing game. Rehabilitation training task combining
reaching and grasping exercises.

Simon game
In the Simon game, patients perform a rehabilitation task combining motor and memory tasks (see
Figure 4). The user has to memorize and repeat finger flexion movements associated to sounds and
colors.
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Figure 4 – Simon game.

Range of motion diagnostic
This consists in a virtual environment for measuring the patient’s abilities to imitate upper-limbs
movements. The movements trained are shoulder abduction/adduction and elbow flexion/extension
(see Figure 5).

Figure 5 – Range of motion diagnostic.

Wire game
The Wire game is a rehabilitation task for training arm motor movement and force. The user has to
raise his/her arm and follow specific paths showed on the monitor (see Figure 6).

Figure 6 – Wire game.

Additional scenarios are currently being developed, such as puzzle games, 'Tetris' (see Figure 7)
and a driving simulator game.
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Figure 7 – Tetris game. Still under development but will
combine motor and cognitive skills.

4.2

Virtual Reality for Patients with Parkinson’s disease
One of the primary symptoms of Parkinson’s disease is the difficulty in the initiation and
continuance of motions, especially during ambulation.
Although the symptoms can be reduced or even mitigated by some drugs (like L-dopa) and
medicines, these can become less and less effective over time, and they can also produce unwanted
and harmful side effects (like choreiform and athetoid movements).

The field of virtual reality has experienced an immense growth in recent years. This caused an
appearance of practical applications that use this technology for many fields, particularly for
medicine [17].

A new and alternative method was explored, developed and tested by a group of researchers (led
by Weghorst and Riess) [18] [19]. Patients with Parkinson’s disease who can’t walk on open and
plain ground are, paradoxically, able to step over objects with ease [20]. So the researchers wanted
to test if Virtual Reality technology could provide a way to take advantage of this phenomenon and
facilitate the patients’ walk by placing virtual objects overlaid on their path [21].
The hardware used to test this method was a simple laser pointer and a display device with a
visor and small lens mounted in front of one eye, reflecting a LCD (Virtual Vision Sport headmounted display).

For this technique to be successful, it was needed to meet various requirements. The virtual
objects had to have some degree of realism: not exactly photorealism, but interactive realism as
well, for example, adjustment to different walking speeds and changes of perspective with head tilts.
A key factor in the success of this technique was the movement speed of the virtual cues [22], which
had to be linked with the patient’s gait speed; this way, these virtual cues are spaced at stride length
(see Figure 8). Also, spatial stabilization of the virtual objects was a critical factor in effectiveness.

The best results were obtained when the researchers combined the real world view with the virtual
environment view [18] [19]. They partially occluded the visual field and projected continuous virtual
objects, which in their tests were horizontal bars that were scrolling downward in the patient’s visual
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field. This gave the patients the illusion of objects that were stable relative to the ground, so they
could step over them.

Figure 8 – Visual representation of the virtual cues and
how stride length relates to the patient’s gait speed.

Results were very satisfactory. There were some discoveries made, such as the lower part of the
patient’s field view was found to control the gait initiation response and the upper part is linked with
sustaining the gait [23].
There was also some evolution noticed on the patients. They had an increase in their stride length,
which varied from patient to patient. Also, after a couple hours of practicing using the laser pointer
as a cue, they were able to initiate and sustain gait without any cue. This effect was maintained,
although weakly, for 2-3 months in some of the patients that tested this technology.
This study and tests were actually very important for an early concept of our own methodology,
when we still thought about integrating challenges for the lower body. This idea was postponed for
future work, but it was still an amazing way to find out which exercises would be more impactful on
patients with Parkinson’s disease.

4.3

Kinect-based game to improve cognitive performance in elderly

This work focuses on the effects that a Kinect-based exercise game can have on improving executive
cognitive performance in community-dwelling elderly. The decrease of dual-task ability is a known fallrisk factor (which is by itself a symptom of Parkinson’s disease).
The researchers’ team developed a new concept called Dual-Task Tai Chi (DTTC) using a Kinect
device for motion-capture [10]. The DTTC test requires users to solve a number placement problem
(Sudoku) by controlling a virtual stick figure on the screen using full-body motion. This motion is
translated (in real time) into movements for the stick figure on the screen.
The cognitive task is to fill 3 empty boxes chosen at random with digits ranging from 1 to 4. The
instructions give were [10]:

1. Reach a digit you need to use with your right hand to fill a blank you want to answer.
2. Step 50 cm laterally, with your left leg, to grip the digit in your right hand.
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3. Select the blank you want to answer with your left hand, and move your right hand to your left one.

Basically, the user needed to do the following actions: select a digit using the right hand and left
foot; point to the box using his left hand; and finally, move his right hand to the left hand to fill the
indicated box with the selected digit (see Figure 9).

Figure 9 – Schematics of the Dual-Task Tai Chi test.

The results revealed that DTTC training is effective at improving executive cognitive functions in
particular [10]. This training was useful for improving balance ability and mobility among elderly people,
for the 12-week program [24]. Authors also believe that DTTC training has the capability of improving
both physical and cognitive functions.
In our work we brought some inspiration from this example, since it correlates motion-based and
cognitive-based exercise, and also uses the Kinect sensor for the upper body, exploring the same kind
of movements we also ended up exploring.

4.4

WiiPD

WiiPD is an approach to home-based objective assessment of Parkinson’s disease (or other similar
chronic conditions, such as post-stroke rehabilitation). WiiPD goal is to make use of the many different
capabilities of the Nintendo Wii Remote in combination with data gathering methods to provide an
engaging and rich user experience that can capture a wide range of motor and non-motor metrics. WiiPD
researchers propose a low-cost and consumer-ready technology approach (see Figure 10) to gather
detailed information about a patient’s condition over extended periods of time. This approach has the
potential for application in clinical decision support and disease management, with the possibility of
providing doctors with suggestions for medication and/or therapy adjustments [25].

Figure 10 - The hardware in the testing stage of WiiPD.
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The system developed consists of several components:


Motor assessment module: capable of highlighting and capturing Parkinson’s disease
symptoms;



Non-motor assessment module: collects data relating to non-motor symptoms and
medication compliance;



Metric analyzer: analyzes data gathered from the other modules;



Visualization engine: visualizes and summarizes metrics in a technical manner for doctor and
a non-technical manner for patients.

It is very interesting to see what metrics were used (by the metric analyzer) for indication of a patient’s
condition:


Reaction time;



Movement speed, accuracy and efficiency;



Completion time;



Tremor amplitude and frequency;



Task accuracy;



Fatigue time;



Error time.

It is proposed that these metrics are capable of reflecting the severity of various Parkinson’s disease
motor symptoms [25]. Movement accuracy and movement efficiency are metrics detailing fine motor
movement and have the potential to reflect the severity of tremors and dyskinesias. Metrics which details
gross motor movements, like completion time, reaction time, movement speed, error time and fatigue
time may highlight the severity of bradykinesia and akinesia.

We implemented some of these same metrics in our game, to evaluate the performance and evolution
of each patient. The ones we didn’t implement, have the possibility of being included afterwards, since
the game is designed to be able to measure many of these factors. The WiiPD was very useful for this
assessment.

The motor assessment component was implemented as a mini-game in order to combine the fun,
intuitive element of gaming, removing the monotony of repeated tasks and adding a competitive side,
potentially increasing compliance and acceptance of long-term use/play. This mini-game form allows for
the inclusion of tasks that are very similar to those carried out in clinical treatments and therapies. By
implementing simples and straightforward objectives in these mini-games, researchers could also
maximize the consistency of motor task performance, allowing results to be compared directly
(minimizing subjectivity). The user can be rewarded with game progression or a higher score,
encouraging the correct performance of activities by the player/patient.
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The most relevant tasks implemented in WiiPD were (Name | Description | Symptoms):


Target Shooting: Move the cursor and click on n targets sequentially displayed in random
location (Tremor, Bradykinesia);



Target Holding: Same as Shooting, but the player must hold the cursor over each target for
n seconds before the next target will appear (Tremor, Postural Tremor, Bradykinesia);



Target Following: Follow a moving target with the cursor for n seconds. The target will follow
a random path with increasing speed (Tremor, Bradykinesia);



Target Sorting: Cognitive task in which users must click and drag a selection of blue and red
targets to correct designated on-screen area (Cognitive function, Tremor, Bradykinesia).

Unfortunately, the lack of real user testing doesn’t allow us to have conclusions in the efficiency of
the system and mini-games. In our work we could further explore the main points of WiiPD with real
users and even implement some of these tasks using Kinect (and not Wii Remote) and test them.
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5

Proposed Solution

5.1

Overview

We propose a serious game that helps in rehabilitation and therapy for Parkinson’s disease patients.
The game’s guidelines follow many of the principles that were presented on the Related Work section
of this dissertation.
The main idea is to use Kinect (Microsoft co.) system with a PC for motion tracking, while the
player/patient is presented with a series of challenges and mini-games in their TV/monitor. The setup is
a cost-efficient one, since it only requires off-the-shelf components that are currently available on the
market.
This allows patients to greatly improve their lifestyle, since they will be able to go under treatment and
perform physical therapy from the comfort of their home and in the company of their loved ones (family
and/or friends). This can drastically reduce the amount of trips they need to make to the clinics/hospitals,
representing also a decrease in the costs associated with the treatment. Also, with this system, we also
intended to study the possibility of allowing family members to take part in the therapy, by helping the
patient to play the game and providing support in an interactive, engaging and fun way.

5.2

Story and design

For the experience of playing the game to be more immersive we wanted to create a simple storyline
for the activities’ background. First of all, we had to come up with a name. A therapist’s suggestion that
we are working with was the one we liked the most: The Adventures of Mr. James.
James Parkinson was the person who named the disease because of his famous work in 1817, An
Essay on the Shaking Palsy, hence the game’s title.
Mr. James would have to make various activities in different settings in order to beat his disease. This
needs to be lighten up with some humor, so it can bring the player/patient enjoyment and make the
activity meaningful and fun.
Some setting and environment ideas were: an adventure in the park, an adventure in the hospital, an
adventure in the city and an adventure in the cinema. With these settings we can explore particular
objects (which can only be found there) that can work as barriers, obstacles or goals. This would have
created visual diversity on the tasks which would be very important for obtaining a greater attention span
from the player/patient.

However, the story idea was dropped, in favor of better gameplay development, taking more time to
explore different gameplay ideas. But we feel that this is the next step in evolving the game and a great
way to engage the players in the game and have them coming back each time. As in a matter of fact,
we are studying the possibility to include a storyline engine that can be configured by either therapists
or family members, in order to improve the overall quality of the treatment, while also increasing the
immersion of the patient in the game itself. Although the specifications and details of this storyline engine
are out of the scope of this thesis, the engine itself is based upon a rule based system and real-time
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event integration that can be used to generate a pre-scripted plot and gives the caretakers with the
possibility of creating events dynamically. For example, a therapist could define that the game takes
place on a supermarket, where the patient has to find some groceries in a specific order. During the
game, the therapist could spawn a Non-Playable Character (NPC) that resembles a family member and
generate conversation events that would help the patient to achieve its goals.

The game also awards a high participation frequency. This means that the more time the
player/patient spends playing the game (which translates as being an active individual, investing more
time in treatment and exercises), the highest score he receives from his work. This hopefully motivates
the player/patient to spend more of his time playing and exercising, having a positive impact on their
treatment and their lives – we couldn’t assess this principle because there was not enough time to
analyze the long term impact of the game in the patient’s life.

We find important that there is no negative feedback from the game. Therefore, instead of losing
points or receiving a negative message such as “Game Over” or “You Lost”, we found that it is best to
have positive feedback messages, even in case of failure (e.g., “You were really close… Try again!”).
Also, when the player misses an objective or loses the game, the points are not lost. In that case, no
points are awarded, but its previously achieved points are saved. Based on scientific evidence [26], this
type of non-negative rewarding system, reduces the stress and the frustration on the player, making him
interested and engaged for a longer period.

In terms of design, our goal for the current stage of development was to keep it simple, relatable to
reality and with the most contrast between colors and between objects as possible. Our main can be
seen in Figure 11 below.

Figure 11 - Main game setting. Use of light colors, relatable character, and
contrasting colors for the falling objects
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It is important to mention that, in the present stage of development, design does not possess a great
relevance in the game, since we are focusing on the methodology itself, the types of games that should
be included and the effects that are introduced in therapy by this type of interactive treatment.

As a by-product of this study, we also want to understand which type of data can be inferred and
obtained through the application of serious games to therapy. Therefore, it is crucial to apply
ethnographic studies not only to the patients, but also the therapy personnel, caretakers and family
members. This assessment is very important to discover which data should (and can) be obtained from
the gameplay, the information that should be kept in the patients history, find how to use this data to
improve the patients’ health condition, etc. At the present moment, we are monitoring and saving the
patient’s options, gameplay time, score and processed information about the type of movements (which
include speed, acceleration and movement direction for each joint).

5.3

Theoretical assumptions

Even with the first draft of ideas and goals, it was very important to keep in mind some theoretical
assumptions and concerns of Parkinson’s disease and its treatments. In our game we want patients to
develop and improve function and we must know exactly what we can do to help patients in the best
way possible. We can see some games and activities examples in the Related Work section, and we
will also incorporate this knowledge into our game. Having close contact with doctors and therapists
(Context section) also provided us with the opportunity to observe regular Parkinson’s disease
treatments in clinics and hospitals. We then transposed these exercises to game form.

There are some of these factors that were already identified and were priorities when planning and
developing the activities and mini-games. They are:


For motor exercises it was crucial to promote these movement characteristics: amplitude,
complexity, speed and relevance. Grasping, reaching and flexing are good movement
examples.



For cognitive exercises we focused on these functions: work memory, visual exploration and
divided attention.
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5.4

Defining goals

We needed to define goals prior to development of the game. This helped us to keep focus and spend
the most time on the things we considered most important and relevant for the work we developed. It
was one of the most important steps during our work, essential to reach the goal of our concept with a
meaningful and focused product that can serve as a showcase and a pilot for future work.
These goals are:


Improve Parkinson’s disease patients lifestyle:
o

Avoid as many trips to the clinics/hospitals as possible, as they will be able to do their
ongoing regular physiotherapy/physical exercises and treatments from home;

o

Decrease treatment costs;

o

Patients will spend more time with their family and friends, creating the important
care support and contributing to their overall well-being.



Being able to practice movements by imitation and repetition;



Offering an in-game progression, with different levels and settings that can provide a difficulty
increase overtime;



Helping other symptoms (other than movement related) like the difficulty in speech – dropped
for now, but will be talked about in the Future Work section of this paper;



Offering an immersive and fun experience while under treatment, creating a good and
positive mood on the patients towards the disease;



Offer an engaging and simple experience with a low learning curve, since it is a game mainly
for older adults who are not used to playing games or having any kind of digital experiences;



Have settings available in-game for therapists and doctors, so they can personalize and
manipulate the experience/game sessions, tailored for the patient’s needs;



Patients should be able to track their progress from each session and see their evolution
overtime in-game (display relevant evaluation parameters);



Make all the game generated data about the player/patient available to doctors and therapists
to later analyze (this data would be more complete and extensive than the one that is given
to the player/patient).
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5.4.1 First activity example – Vision for the final game
We put together a small activity example that could be implemented on the game, to better
demonstrate what we want to see in the final product.
“Walking in the park, Mr. James starts seeing chocolates and fruits falling from the sky
(hallucinations). The player should look up (promoting visual exploration) and catch only chocolates
(promoting visual attention and reaching movements) or catching a chocolate and a fruit alternately
(promoting alternated/divided attention) and put them in a basket.
Next, he must deliver all caught objects to a child, making it necessary to remember how many objects
he caught (promoting work memory).”

This would be one of the most difficult and complex exercises, but one that covers many of the skills
that we want the patient to develop.

5.5

Going from the defined goals to developing the game

As soon as we defined the goals to the game, we knew it was crucial to have them validated near the
therapists and doctors from the team we were working with and present to them the activity example we
envisioned. The therapists and doctors were very receptive to the idea and the overall opinion was that
it was the right direction to take. They told us that the activity examples covered all the important aspects
of the Parkinson’s disease treatments that the patients go through.

Once we had all the goals validated and reformulated with some opinions, we started drawing some
game mockups on paper. We felt like this would be the best way to start and aggregate all the
information we had reunited from this point on. From our related work studies, from talking to the doctors
and therapists and from seeing some of the software and hardware that the clinic and the hospital were
already using, we were able to put together a system that at the time seemed the best. It obviously
suffered many changes through the time, and in each iteration we made sure we checked everything
with our supervisors and then with the therapists and doctors, so we could make sure that we were
heading in the right direction and not diverging from the defined goals. We always made sure to have a
focused work and objectives, concentrating on getting the best out of our ideas, as well as meeting the
need of the patients, who were the most important people in this whole process.

5.6

Implementation

5.6.1 Software and Hardware
In terms of hardware, Kinect (from Microsoft) was our primary choice since the beginning, when we
thought about developing the game. It is a motion sensing input device that enables the users (in this
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case the patients) to interact with the computer without the need of any hardware, using gestures and
spoken commands. Microsoft has a software development kit (SDK) released and supported, which
allowed us to build our game in a language that we were very comfortable with, C#.

For software, after some tries building a native application, we decided that we would build the game
using Unity (from Unity Technologies). Besides helping with the development time needed for bringing
the game to life, since we had previous experience with developing games with Unity, it would also allow
us to make the game multiplatform: we could build for Windows, OSX, Linux and even the web. This
was a major worry for us: we really wanted to make sure that anyone and everyone could have the
game installed in their personal computers at home and would be able to play it with the fewest setup
and lowest cost possible.

The first problem we ran into was how we would connect the Kinect SDK and Unity, in order for them
to work together. First we tried to do this effort ourselves, but soon sought out to find alternatives. After
we tried some middleware, we finally settled with ZigFu (from ZigFu). ZigFu development kit (ZDK) was
found to be the easiest way to make a true cross-platform and motion-controlled game with Kinect in
Unity. All we needed to do was import the ZDK package into our project in Unity, and it would take care
of all the needed bindings, as well as coming with some fully functional sample scenes, as well as some
3D models of humans that we could use in our own game, with skeletons already set up and mapped
for the Kinect joints. This was a big advantage as a starting point, since we did not need to start from
scratch using this setup (Kinect + Unity + ZigFu). We obviously needed to do some tweaking in the
parameters that were available, to fit the particular need of our gaming (like player being forbidden to
move forwards and backwards, meaning we took out that additional workload and processing from the
system).
5.6.2 Person-game interaction
Our first focus was working on how the patient would interact with the game. We decided first
handedly that we would use Kinect for this interaction. We envisioned the game as having a 3D model
of a human portraying the player on the screen. The 3D model mimics all the full body movements that
the player makes, using the Kinect gesture recognition feature. This would allow us to work any body
members we needed, even before we decided which specifically ones we would be using.
Early on, we also decided that we would not detect any forwards or backwards movements, since
this would be hard to perceive for the player, and could eventually be a risky movement. Since our
players are primarily older people with a certain degree of movement difficulty, eliminating movements
and tasks that could imply any risk was a huge worry for us throughout the whole development of the
game.

The decision of setting up the game with no peripherals needed proved to be a good call, since there
was almost no learning curve. The player started playing the game right away, understanding exactly
what they needed to do only with the visual feedback they got from the game. The therapist only provided
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a small explanation before they started, telling them that the main goal was catching some objects, with
some restrictions. This was enough information for the player to pick up and play the game, which is
great since we really wanted a simple game that didn’t make the player feel frustrated or that they
weren’t good enough to play it.

Supporting seated mode

Another problem we encountered early on was adapting the game to patients with special needs.
Many of the patients we worked with in advanced stages of the disease were in a wheelchair or were
unable to stand for somewhat long periods of time. At first, we only supported the player standing up,
since the tracking was almost made by default this way. But one of our goals was to have the game
available to everyone without discrimination, so we developed a special module for the game to support
a “seated mode”. This seated mode allowed any player to be seated while playing, be it in a wheelchair
or a chair, as they preferred. With a simple toggle, they can even change the mode mid-game, if they
feel tired or sore from standing up. The main change this brought was that the virtual character would
not move sideways, staying with the legs locked in the same place. The generated objects only spawn
within arm’s reach from the player, so there are no unreachable objects, which would cause frustration
to the player.

5.7

Game and levels iterations

In this section we will describe how the game was developed, from beginning to end, and the various
changes it went through.
5.7.1 Paper mockups

In order to better discuss our first ideas with the supervisors, therapists and doctors, and before any
actual development, we put our ideas on paper. This approach allowed us to have a general view of the
game, which saved us development time.

The first mockups can be seen in Figure 12.
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Figure 12 - First paper mockup of the game.

Our first mockup of the game consisted in four different levels, each with an increased difficulty than
the previous one.
We would have the virtual character represented on screen that would make all the movements and
gestures that the player would do, using the Kinect.

The objective in the first level (number 1 on Figure 12) was to have the player reach areas (stretching
their arms at different lengths) that would appear on screen in a specific order. This level was designed
with the least capable patients in mind, since the goal and movements involved in order to perform the
requested tasks are minimal, although still trying to have some impact on their performance.

In the second level (number 2 on Figure 12), the objective remained the same as the first level, with
the difference that the areas that the player would have to touch, would be moving instead of being
static. This would add a complexity layer on top of the base of the game (Level 1), since the player
would have to, in addition to just reaching the areas, accompany their movements for a certain period
of time, promoting stability and persistence.

Level 3 consisted of the same task as in Level 2, but it would also add movement with the legs/feet,
instead of just using the arms/hands. This suggestion was immediately discarded by the doctors and
therapists since they told us that it would be very dangerous for the patients, because of their conditioned
mobility, to move the legs at the same time as the arms, while also being aware of what was happening
with the game. If we were to implement a level with leg movements, they suggested that we developed
one just for that, with simple stepping exercises, where the risk of tripping or falling would be minimal.
We followed their instructions since the safety was a number one priority while developing the game.
We did not want to promote injuries or discomfort to the patients playing it.

Level 4 would be the hardest task that the players could perform and it was suited for patients within
the first stages of Parkinson’s disease, while they still are not affected by most of the physical symptoms,
or at least not so severely. It consisted in having objects falling from the top of the screen and the player
would have to catch the ones that were allowed (represented with the green balls) and avoid catching
the ones that were prohibited (represented with the red crosses). This would involve quicker movements,
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faster reflexes and would also promote memory and decision-making skills, which the therapists insisted
that we should definitely work on as it was crucial to slow the psychological symptoms down.

As a first mockup this was a great starting point because it helped generating some interesting
discussions between the doctors, the therapists, the supervisors and us. The conclusions and feedback
that arose from these discussions were used to develop the next iteration of our game, this time with a
proper prototype, already using the technologies we previously described (Unity + Kinect + ZigFu).

5.7.2 First prototype

For the first prototype we analyzed all the feedback and suggestions that we received from the paper
mockups and tried to come up with a solution that we could deploy in a short amount of time. We made
this decision since we really wanted to test our ideas with real patients as soon as we could, to see if
we were heading in the right direction, to see the impact that the game would have and to make sure
that the patients would be able to even play it with their condition.

We decided that as a first prototype we would develop a single level, very similar with the Level 4 of
the paper mockup. We set up the scene in Unity, with the virtual character in the middle of the screen
that would be controlled by the player through the Kinect. There were balls falling from the top of the
screen and in a given time, the patient would have to catch has many balls as he could (there were no
forbidden objects). At first and since we were trying to be as safe as possible, we did not allow the
character to move on the X axis. Even if the player moved sideways (by default and as we already
explained, we did not allow the player to move forwards or backwards) the virtual character would stay
in place and not follow the movement. We made the balls fall within arm’s reach so players would not
get frustrated by not being able to catch the ball just because it was impossible for being too far away.
Every time the player catches a ball, a sound is played, we would increment the visible score on the
screen by 1 point and the ball disappears. On the screen a timer is also displayed, with the aim to make
patients more engaged and add a stress factor to the game, which the therapists mentioned would be
important for them to manage. The session time was 1 minute by default.

We had a lot of technical problems in this phase and actually spent a lot of time tweaking ZigFu and
Unity and learning the Kinect SDK. Since we had no previous experience working with all these
technologies together, it proved to be a challenge. Once we got past these difficulties we could focus
entirely on developing the gameplay and the challenges for the player.
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Testing the first prototype

Our first prototype worked as we envisioned and described it. This is when we could test our solution
for the first time with real patients who volunteered to help us. We went to the Centro Neurológico Sénior
and, accompanied by Dr. Josefa Domingos, we set up the whole system for patients to test (see Figure
13):


1 PC running Unity + ZigFu



1 Kinect facing the patient



1 Projector facing the wall

Figure 13 - Setup of testing environment
These first tests were extremely useful for our ongoing development. We could first and foremost test
if the solution was viable, meaning that we were able to validate that the patients could play the game
with no difficulties and with a positive attitude.

We had the opportunity to test the first prototype with two different patients, in two different stages of
Parkinson’s disease. The first one was still in a very early stage and had almost no visible movement or
psychological problems: we could notice some light tremors and a small difficulty in the speech. The
patient agreed on us filming her during the two tests she made and the videos can both be checked
(one of her playing while standing up and one while playing sitting down, see Figure 14) on the Section
12.1 [A.1] [A.2].
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Figure 14 - Testing the first prototype – Patient 1

The game worked really well and during the afterwards conversation we had with the patient, she
said she was feeling happy to participate in the pilot and the game showed potential. She also said that
she would like to have the game available in the clinic and at home. One thing that she noted though,
was that the game was too easy for her: she felt like she wasn’t challenged by it and didn’t feel any
effect after the exercise. We also asked about some specifics of the game:


Would she prefer that the 3D character was tailored for her, having the same gender and
physical characteristics?
o

She answered an immediate “no” because she would feel ashamed of having her
body projected on a screen; the gender choice was indifferent;



Would she prefer to play with someone else?
o

She answered that yes, she would rather be playing the game along with someone
else because it would be more fun and it was very stressful to be playing by herself.



Would she rather consider/call our project a game or a treatment?
o

She answered that if we said it was a treatment she would eventually play it more,
because she would take it more seriously knowing that she was improving her skills
and working on delaying the Parkinson’s disease symptoms. She also noted that we
shouldn’t call the points obtained a Score, but a Result, and show it in the end of the
game to see how well she did during the game session. But it was very rewarding
that they were being evaluated because it was a boost to perform well.

The second patient that agreed to participate in the pilot was in a more advanced stage. He had some
noticeable speech problems and was already in a wheelchair (see Figure 15). This allowed us to test if
the game worked well under more restricted conditions, and if a person in a wheelchair would be able
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to play the game. The patient also agreed on us filming him while playing the game and the video can
be watched from the link in Section 12.1 [A.3].

Figure 15 - Testing the first prototype - Patient 2

We had to do some tweaks to the game before the patient could play it: we had to enable the Sitting
Mode we developed and also narrow down the spawn area of the falling balls so they were always within
reach.
This test also went well, although we had some problems with properly setting the spawn area
because of a bug in the code, which was later resolved.
In the end of the test, the patient shared many of the same opinions as the first one: he liked the
activity, although it got frustrating in some points when the objects were unreachable for him. He would
also rather see the exercise as a treatment and not a game because it felt pointless if we referred to it
as a game.

Our main goal with this visit was validating the solution we found and if it worked even within the
constraints of Parkinson’s disease patients. We considered it a success.

These first tests and direct contact with the patients and therapists changed many things on our
development. After the tests, we all discussed how we could further develop the solution in order to
improve the experience and create more impact on the patients: in terms of physical activity and
psychological engagement and stimulation. We all agreed that we needed to develop more diversified
challenges. We would also need to find a way to tailor the experience to each of the patients. It was also
very important to save the history of the game sessions and having them associated with the patient
who’s playing it, so the therapists and doctors could analyze the data and see how the patient would
evolve through time.

The ways we decided to do this are described in the next section.
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5.7.3 Second prototype

After the first round of tests, we discussed with the therapists how we could improve the overall
experience. We had two main goals: improve the type of movements they needed to do while playing
and improve the psychological engagement and stimulation, meaning that we would have to add
challenges to work the memory and the attention span of the patients.

We decided on some guidelines to develop the next iteration of the game:


Create different levels, each with different challenges. Some suggestions given were:
o

The balls could have different sizes, different colors or produce different sounds, so
it would be more stimulating for the players or create restrictions depending on the
type of the ball;

o

Objects with numbers and letters would be falling, and the player would have to catch
one of each type alternatively, making him aware and focused and working the
memory;

o

The falling objects would belong to a certain category (eg. “kitchen objects”,
“animals”) and the player could only catch the balls of a given category, making him
do associations in a short amount of time and working on his attention span;

o

The falling objects would have to be caught with the right hand and the left hand
alternatively. This would make the player do cross arm movements if he had, for
example, to catch a ball falling on his right side with the left hand. It would also work
the player’s memory since he would have to remember which hand he needed to use
next;

o

Before entering the game sessions, the therapists should have some settings
available that they could change, so the experience would be tailored for each
patient.

With these ideas, we developed 4 main levels that were approved by the therapists after we presented
them. In the second prototype we started allowing player to move along the X axis, because for the
patients in an early stage of Parkinson’s disease, this would increase the difficulty of the gameplay as
they would have to move sideways to catch the balls. This was a setting that therapists could manipulate,
as it will be explained in Section 5.7.5 – Settings and Parameters.
These are the 4 levels that we developed and are a mix of all the ideas that were previously referred.
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Normal

In the Normal level the goal is to catch as many balls as possible in the set time. Yellow balls will fall
from the top of the screen (see Figure 16) and the player needs to move sideways and raise their hands
and arms to catch them. This is an incentive to work the reaching movements and also their stepping.
There is a score displayed in the screen as well as the timer, to give a sense of stress to the game
sessions, and to push the player to give his best in the given time. This was considered the easiest level
and it is perfectly appropriate to the widest range of Parkinson’s disease patients.

Figure 16 - Normal level

Numbers

In the Numbers level there are four objects with the numbers from 1 to 4 falling from the top of the
screen simultaneously (see Figure 17), more slowly than the normal game. The goal here is for the
player to catch all the four objects sequentially, from 1 to 4: the player only scores if for each sequence
of objects that spawns, he gets all the four of them in ascending order.

Figure 17 - Numbers level
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The Numbers level was considered the hardest of the 4 levels, since it involved a lot more focus and
attention than all the others and also more precision in the movements (fine movements). In order to
catch all four objects in order and before they touched the floor and disappeared, the player would have
to look at the four objects on the screen simultaneously and do the appropriate movement to catch each
one of them, without touching the others. This level was purposely more appropriate to people in earlier
stages of Parkinson’s disease, to address the problem of the game being too easy for them in general.
Colors

In the Colors level there are balls with three different colors: yellow, blue and green. The goal in this
level is that the player only catches the balls that are of the color indicated on the screen, using a text
that only shows for 3 seconds in order to work the memory of the player, as it can be seen in Figure 18.

Figure 18 - Colors level

Every time the player catches five balls of the right color, the game randomly chooses another (or the
same) color that the player needs to catch. The text that appears on the screen with the color that the
player has to catch is colored in the same color it describes, to be easier and faster for the player to
identify it. Each time the player catches a ball of the right color he scores one point. The game has a
timer and in the end the greater the score, the better the player performed.

This level has no penalties if the player catches the wrong color. This decision was made because
when we discussed with doctors and therapists the option to have penalties associated with the game,
by having, for example, a different sound playing when the player caught the wrong object or decreasing
the score by one point, they told us that the patients did not like when they got negative feedback (from
similar games) since it could get frustrating for them if at first they could not perform well.
The Colors level was aimed to patients in all stages of Parkinson’s disease. It can be harder or easier
for each one of them if the therapist tweaks the level settings and parameters appropriately.
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Hands

The Hands level has the same set up as the Normal level: there are yellow balls falling from the top
of the screen. Only in this level there is a new restriction which is the hand with which the player can
catch the ball. There is a text splashed on the screen for 3 seconds telling the player with which hand
he should catch the balls (see Figure 19). The designated hand changes after 5 balls being caught with
the right hand.

Figure 19 - Hands game

This game produces very interesting and more complex movements, because since the player can
only catch the ball with one of the hands, even if the ball is on the opposite side, either the player walks
over to that ball or they have to do cross arm movements, which the therapists told us would be very
important to work on: it helps the patients keep the full amplitude of arm movement.

Testing the second prototype

We tested the second prototype the same way we did with the first one. We went to Centro
Neurológico Sénior and had two volunteers to help us test the game. Like the first time, one of them
was in the early stages of Parkinson’s disease, showing little symptoms, and the other was in a more
advanced stage where the main difficulties were in the speech (almost inaudible) and standing up for
more than a few minutes (he would get tired and without balance). One of the therapists also volunteered
to play through the four levels to get a better sense of what it felt like playing them and provide us a
better feedback and a list of improvements and changes if needed.

This time we also had a lot more audience during the tests, since we went there during the doctors
and therapists weekly meeting, as you can see in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 - Doctors and therapists having a weekly
meeting to discuss the patients’ evolution

The first patient who tried the game very eager to participate in the pilot, because he said it was
something “new and refreshing”. Since he was in one of the first stages of Parkinson’s disease, it was
very easy to keep a conversation with him and getting his opinions and feelings before and after playing
the game. The patient played through all the four levels we described before (see Figure 21 where he
is playing the Normal level).

Figure 21 - Patient 1 playing the second prototype

The videos of him playing can be watched from the links in Section 12.1 [A.4] [A.5]. At first we decided
on some standard settings for all the levels but the patient thought it was boring and too easy. We then
increased the difficulty of every level and in the end of playing all the levels, the patient declared himself
as “tired” but that it was a great exercise and that he really liked playing through it. He also asked if he
could play again and if the clinic would have it available for him to play another time. We also asked
which level was his favorite and he told us that it was the Colors level: it was the most fun and the one
where he had to move more, which was something he pretended to get from the experience.

We then asked the second patient to play through all the four levels as well. The first time we asked
him to play the Normal level, explaining all the rules beforehand and making sure he understood what
he was supposed to do. He performed the task with no difficulties whatsoever and immediately
understood what he had to do. After the first level he was already feeling tired and the therapist thought
that it was better, even to understand the other 3 levels, if she could stay behind him and helping with
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the movements, also making sure he wouldn’t be off balance or fall (as showed in Figure 22). The
Kinect showed no problems with having a person behind another, still detecting and mapping perfectly
well the movements they were both doing, as one.

Figure 22 - Patient 2 testing the second prototype

The second patient struggled some time to keep playing the game, but after we got him a chair and
he started playing sitting down he felt better and could continue. The help from the therapist was also
very important and kept the morale up.

Next, one of the therapists volunteered to also test the four levels. She thought that the challenges
were very interesting in the development point of view, meaning that she immediately recognized some
areas that we worked on and that were very important for the treatment of the patients: working the
memory and attention of the patients and working the main movements that are crucial for them to live
a normal independent life.

After the tests were finished, we got together with all the doctors and therapists and discussed some
additional ideas and how we could further improve our work. This will be described in Section 5.7.4, and
also how we got to the final prototype from reuniting all these opinions.
5.7.4 Final prototype
After the testing of the second prototype we had a clearer idea of how we could further improve the
game.

The first problem we needed to address was the Numbers level. The way it was developed, with all
the four objects with the four numbers falling at the same time, caused some confusion on the patients
and it was hard for them to get one sequence right on time, before the objects touched the ground and
disappeared. The way the therapists envisioned it, was to have objects falling down constantly, with
random numbers on them from 1 to 4, and the player would have to make sequences (see Figure 23).
For each object they caught in the correct order, they would score one point. In the end of game session
set time, the most points the player scored, the better he had performed. This way the Numbers level
was much more accessible for the players, but also got harder because they would have to remember
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which number they previously caught, to catch the next one in the sequence. We did not provide any
indication on the numbers they already caught on the screen exactly for this purpose.

Figure 23 - Final iteration of the Numbers level

Other than this big change in the Numbers level, the rest of the three levels remained the same,
although we made some tweaks and corrected some bugs and errors on the code, that occurred and
that we found about during the tests.

The settings remained the same, we just changed some ranges of values to be more appropriate
each of the parameters. During the tests we observed that some of the values we had available for
choice were either too low or too high for the game to be playable.

We added a new feature which was very requested by the therapists and doctors, and also our
supervisors, which was having a game session history. We implemented it in the form of text logs (see
Figure 24), which are created individually for each game session a patient plays, with the following
structure and information:

Figure 24 - Game history log


Patient name: The name of the patient who played through the game session;



GameType: Which of the levels the player selected for the game session (Normal, Numbers,
Colors or Hands);



GameTime: How long was the game session, in seconds;



FallingIntervalTime: How long was the interval time between the objects’ spawns;



ObjectVelocity: Force applied to the falling objects;
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ColorInterval (if applicable): How many objects does the player have to catch in order for the
required color to change;



HandInterval (if applicable): How many objects does the player have to catch in order for the
required hand to change;



Score: Obtained score in the end of the game session.

With this game history log the therapists and doctors will be able to analyze the patient progression
as they play the game. Since the logs are saved in text dumps, the therapists and doctors can save
them and build some statistics on top of this data.

5.7.5 Settings and parameters
The settings of the game were available from the first screen of the game, the Main Menu (see Figure
25).

Figure 25 - Main menu

It contains three options:


Play game: starts the game with default settings or previously saved ones, from a previous
game session;



Settings: goes to the Settings menu, where there are many parameters and options available
to change the level generated;



Quit game: exists the game, saving all the changes in the settings and saving the game
sessions to the game history.

One main part of the development was the necessity of having the game experience tailored for each
patients’ needs. This was decided early on, its importance having been mentioned by the doctors,
therapists and supervisors. For the first prototype, when we only had the Normal level, we had some
ideas of how we could then modify this level and make it easier or harder by setting some parameters
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before starting to play. This was all made in the Settings menu. The Settings menu for the first prototype
can be seen in Figure 26.

Figure 26 - Settings menu of the first prototype

Our general idea for this first iteration of the settings was having three play types with three game
modes and some additional parameters to set. The Play Types were:


Normal: the game would have a timer and would track the score of the player;



Zen: the game would have no timer and would not keep track of the score, the player would
quit when he wanted to;



Easy: the game would have a timer but no score.

These play types had the main purpose of managing the stress levels of the players, making them
harder or lighter depending on the patient who was playing the game.
There were also three different Game Modes:


Static: the objects would not move on the screen, they would only appear and then disappear
after a short period of time, if the player did not touch them;



Moving: the objects would be moving along the screen, like we showed on Section 5.7.1 in
the paper mockup;



Falling: the objects would be falling from the top of the screen. This was the option that served
as basis for the second prototype.

We also had some additional parameters:


Grab time: how much time would the player have to touch the object for it to be considered
caught;



Item Time Limit: how much time would it take for the object to disappear if the player would
not catch it;
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Forbidden Items: this option would be to trigger the spawning of forbidden objects (that the
player couldn’t catch) or not.

After the tests with the first prototype we considered that these menu and these settings and
parameters were too confusing, to general, and could not reach the goal of being able to tweak the
whole experience to each patient, since it wouldn’t change the experience or the level gameplay that
much.
When we decided to go for the four main levels that we presented on Section 5.7.3, it was obvious
that we needed a radical change to the menu, settings and parameters. The changes we made between
the first and second prototypes, are the ones that have been maintained until the final prototype. The
Main Menu remained unaltered.
We also figured out by test and error that the settings could not be the same for every level. We
needed to control different parameters in each level that would vary from one another. Many of the
ranges and settings were decided by trial and error and by talking with the therapists and supervisors.
We created four tabs in the Settings Menu for each one of the Game Types, referred in this document
as levels: Normal, Numbers, Colors and Hands. Every time we select one of the tabs, the respective
settings appear and also a small description of the goal of that specific level. Also, for each of the tabs,
we have two common buttons:


Confirm changes: Confirms and saved the changes to the Player Preferences file. The player
goes back to the Main Menu and can play the game with the settings chosen. If the player
exits the game, the settings are also saved so that when he comes back, it will all have the
previous used settings and values;



Back: Goes back to the Main Menu without saving any changes.

Considering this setup, the settings for the Normal and Numbers levels, which share exactly the
same parameters (only a different Description) can be seen in Figure 27.

Figure 27 - Settings for the Normal and the Numbers level
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Description Normal: Catch the maximum number of falling objects;



Description Numbers: Catch the objects in numerical order;



Game Time: How long will the game session be. It ranges from 20 to 120 seconds;



Time interval between falling objects: Time that will take the next object to spawn. It ranges
from 1.50 seconds and 10 seconds. The more seconds it takes for the next object to spawn,
the easier the game will be and the more it will be prepared for patients with advanced stages
of Parkinson’s disease;



Velocity of falling objects: what is the applied force to the objects on the scene, which ranges
from -0.9 and -0.01. The greatest the applied force, the slower the object will fall, making the
level easier.

The settings and parameters for the Colors level can be seen in Figure 28.

Figure 28 - Settings for the
Colors level


Color will change after: how many objects will be needed to catch to change the required
Color.

The other settings are exactly the same as the Normal and Numbers levels.
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The Settings Menu for the Hands level, which works in a very similar way of the Colors level) can be
seen in Figure 29.

Figure 29 - Settings for the Hands level

With these settings and parameters we were able to, along with the therapists and doctors, tailor the
experience for each one of the patients who volunteered to work with us, having the most pleasant
experience for them and not getting frustrated. The chosen parameters also worked really well because
in the opinion of the therapists it was very straightforward to understand how could they make the game
session harder or easier.

5.8

Mapping real movements with game interactions

Our main concern since the very beginning, was to use the available technology to provide the best
possible methods for real-life therapy. Therefore, after several meetings with the aforementioned
specialists, we decided to perform a mapping that is mostly focused on the upper part of the body. This
is due to two main reasons. The first reason is based on a technology limitation. Since the space
available for walking both in a typical room and in the Kinect’s range is limited, we decided to focus
mostly on the upper torso and limbs, limiting the possibility of walking and strafing. Added to this is the
fact that the studied methods of therapy are also mainly focused on the recovery of motor skills of the
hands, arms and upper torso, which are more likely to be affected by Parkinson’s Symptoms.

The several game concepts that were conceived for the current project are based on different types
of movements and goals, as previously described. Each game can be parameterized in several aspects,
such as speed of the in-game elements, difficulty, target score, etc. For example, in a game where the
player must grasp colored balls in a given order, it would be possible to configure the available number
of colors, the speed of the balls, the hand that has to grab the ball, the maximum distance the player
has to be from the ball, before catching it (which obliges the player to physically move to grab a ball),
amongst other parameters.
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Also, the game automatically responds according to the player’s actions and performance. If the
player is succeeding in the game and achieving a high score, the subsystem will attempt to increase the
difficulty to provide a growing challenge to the player. Otherwise, it will try to ease the challenge in order
to make it more accessible. This will have a direct impact on the necessary movements and speed that
are performed in real-life and mapped to the virtual world. These parameters, however, can be changed
manually or fine-tuned by the therapist to better adapt to the specific treatment. Hence, it is always
possible to override the underlying artificial intelligence automated adaption system, to respond to
specific therapeutic needs.

Finally, although the game prototype was developed in Unity, its architecture was designed to be as
expansible as possible, within the scope of Unity’s inherent limitations. However, as we mentioned
before, we want to develop a customizable and dynamic story and event generation module that will
make use of the different types of available interactions. Therefore, it will act as an extra layer on top of
the currently developed framework, using the tools and API that was made available for the effect. The
back office itself will consist in a different layer that will communicate with the game’s Data Layer and
that can be easily attached or detached to the core platform, similarly to a plugin.
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6

Testing the Solution

6.1

Test group

Our test group was composed by 4 patients suffering from Parkinson’s disease in different stages,
who volunteered to help us, plus one therapist who also volunteered. We tried to have the most diverse
test group possible to get the most significant results and to see how the game would work for different
patients, with different needs. All the patients whom we worked with were in the 60~75 years old range,
all suffering from Parkinson’s disease.

The first patient who tested the first prototype (described in Section 5.7.2) was a women who was in
an early stage of the disease. We could barely observe any symptoms, and only after spending some
time with her and after the therapists referred the things she struggled with, we could notice: there was
little tremors in her hands and also a slight delay in the speech, as well as some difficulty in maintaining
the conversation flow. With this patient it was easy to get some information about our game and her
opinions and feelings when playing it, which helped us redefining and reimagining the specifics of the
game.

The second patient who tested the first prototype (described in Section 5.7.2) was a man who was in
a more advanced stage of Parkinson’s disease. This patient could not move his lower body at all and
was confined to a wheelchair. His speech ability was also very limited and it was hard to obtain some
feedback from him. Since the patient was in a wheelchair, we could validate our solution for the sitting
mode, which worked as expected.

When we went for the second round of tests, for the second prototype, there were two different
patients who volunteered to help us, and who were also in very different staged of Parkinson’s disease.

The first patient was a man in a very early stage of the disease. He was still able to walk and
coordinate his movements very well, as well as keeping a conversation and with no difficulties in the
speech. When he tested our solution he could give us a great insight on the project with his opinions,
feelings and provide us some suggestions to improve the gameplay and the overall game. He was also
a great subject since he allowed us to understand that our game was being too easy for people with still
many physical and psychological capabilities. With the settings we had in place we could tweak the
game to make it harder (rate of falling objects, velocity of falling objects, for example) and making it
challenging for the patient.

The second patient testing our second prototype was a man who had some difficulties with
movements and serious problems with his speech. This was an obstacle to obtain some additional
feedback on his experience. In terms of physical movements, the patient was not able to stand for long
period of time and would get tired really fast. In the beginning he played our game by himself, but by the
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second level one of the therapists offered to help him and stood behind him, holding his arms and
helping him play the game. In the end, he ended up playing the game sitting down on a chair.

Finally, one of the therapists that was present on our second round of tests also tried our game. This
was a big help to get some more feedback and to validate if the movements that we were trying to
promote with our game were in fact accurate and useful for the patients’ treatment plan and also know
what changes would be interesting to make, or additional features we could develop. She had no
problem performing the challenges that the four levels offered, even with the hardest settings.

6.2

Person-game effects

First of all we had one goal that was to assess if the training was transferrable, meaning that we
wanted to know if after the training and using our game, the player would perform better in other dayto-day activities or even their training in the clinic. If this was true, it would mean that we achieved a
good mapping of the movements and brain training we promoted in the game to the activities and
exercises the patients would do daily.
Unfortunately, it was impossible to make this assessment. We would have needed to leave a PC with
the game and a Kinect in the clinic, for the patients to be able to play the game every day and after one
month evaluate the results. This was impracticable because we needed the materials to further develop
the solution. There was also not enough time to run the appropriate tests we envisioned.

Since the beginning of our tests, we always wanted to know how the player felt, before, during and
after playing the game. This was particularly useful to tweak and change some features of the game, in
order to have the best end product possible.

Therefore, we wrote a questionnaire that would allow us to infer the impact of the game on the patients
after the therapy, both in an initial testing phase and after the implementation of the new features, based
on the feedback provided by patients and therapists. This questionnaire (see Annex [B]) was submitted
to our supervisors for review, in order to guarantee that it would be adequate for gathering the necessary
information. However, despite this fact, it was not possible to obtain a direct response from patients due
to the advanced stage of the disease, which greatly affected their physical conditions and, in some
cases, their mental capacity to answer such a questionnaire. As a consequence, and since direct
feedback was not possible to obtain through a questionnaire, we opted to change our approach in favor
of an indirect method, which was based on the professional analysis from the medical personnel. So,
we obtained highly specialized feedback from ethnographic study of the patients playing the game and
the opinions of the therapists both during the training sessions and after the therapy. The feedback from
these experiments was used to improve the game from the early testing stages to the current
development phase, in order to understand the real impact of this methodology in the patients.
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Also, whenever possible, we tried to obtain direct feedback through interaction with the patients.
When we started the conversations with them, we almost immediately came to some very interesting
conclusions.
One of these was that the player didn’t like that our game was called “a game”. They would rather
have it called a “treatment” or a “therapy” instead. The fact that we called it a game made them think
that they were only playing and that it would in no way improve their physical and psychological
capabilities. When we started calling out game a physical activity or a treatment, they were much more
engaged with the game (they wanted to play for longer, and more times, asking us when we could come
back or if they could have the game at home). This was a surprise for us, since initially we wanted to
make the player engaged by entertainment, instead of making them feel like they were under treatment
(a constant reminder of their condition and disease). With older players, like the ones we worked with,
this was not a good factor, since they still see games as something for kids and that has no other value
other than entertainment. We decided from that moment on, to call our game an additional treatment
that they could have at home or even on the clinic.

Another thing that we were very curious about was if, since we were using 3D models of humans,
they would want the virtual player to resemble themselves (gender and looks). We asked all the testers
what their opinion was regarding this, and 100% of them answered that it was absolutely irrelevant if the
virtual character was female or male, if it resembled the player or if it was editable. We decided to go
for a generic 3D model of a woman for the whole game. This allowed us to have more time to develop
other relevant aspects of the game, which proved to be very useful.
From all of our conversations with the patients, all in different stages of Parkinson’s disease, they all
generally liked to play the game. The most common comments were:


It made them feel happy and engaged with the activity;



It created bonds between players, therapists and doctors;



It created a healthy competition between players;



They felt all the different levels of the game were easy to understand;



They liked that the game had different settings, making them feel like they were progressing
while playing;

6.3



They were very interested in improving the game by providing feedback;



They wanted to have the game permanently on the clinic or at home.

Therapists’ and doctors’ feedback

The feedback we got from therapists’ and doctors’ was overwhelmingly positive throughout the whole
development of our work. We mentioned their opinions in this whole document, which drove many of
the changes that were made through the game iterations.
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The suggestions they all provided us and that we intend to implement in the future will also be
discussed in Section 9 – Future Work.
Dr. Josefa Domingos and Dr. Joaquim Ferreira also wrote opinion letters about our work and project
that can be read in Section 12 – Annexes [C] [D].
Dr. Margarida Silva, who was the therapists testing our second prototype, also wrote a small
testimonial that can be read in Annex [E].
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7

Look back on the impact of Related Work
Our initial research on work related to our concept proved to be useful and impactful in the subsequent

development of our game. This was essentially important to get some general ideas on what has already
been made regarding this subject field, so that we could build our own from there. We also studied very
closely the projects we found most relevant and that are described in Section 4 – Related Work so that
we could learn from the theoretical principles they used, as well as avoiding common mistakes and
errors, using their successful tests and examples as a base for our own project.

The Rehabilitation Gaming System was one of the most relevant case studies we found and that
related directly with our own work, being similar in many points, including the use of Kinect. Although
not focused specifically on Parkinson’s disease patients and therefore disregarding some of the
concerns of these patients, it had the same basis and principles, and aimed to obtain many of the same
results as we did: enabling patients to do their rehabilitation from their home and the rehabilitation
scenarios. As it can be seen from our proposed solution, many of these scenarios have common points
with the ones from the Rehabilitation Gaming System. They tested many of them, proving to be
successful. One key difference though is that we wanted to eliminate the hardware needed for our
solution because of costs concerns and used only the Kinect, while the Rehabilitation Gaming System
also use Data Gloves and 3D Glasses.
The Virtual Reality for Patients with Parkinson’s Disease project was mainly important for the early
concept of our game, when we considered integrating challenges for the lower body in the scope of our
work. The use of Virtual Reality and the studies that back up the development of this project helped us
understand what the biggest struggles patients have to cope with are, related to walking. We could also
learn what exercises had more impact in them. Since we plan on working with these specific problems
in the future, this study remains relevant.

We also studied a Kinect-based game to improve cognitive performance in elderly. Even if it not
related directly to Parkinson’s disease, elders naturally have motion and cognitive problems, the same
that Parkinson’s disease patients do. This work correlates directly with the exercises we developed and
also used the Kinect sensor for the upper body. Many of the movements we explore in our levels and
challenges are inspired in this work.

WiiPD was particularly useful for us to underline the general strategy we would use in our game. The
authors developed WiiPD to allow Parkinson’s disease patients (and others with movement difficulties)
to do their rehabilitation from home and made the solution to be cost effective. They also divided their
project in mini-games in order to combine the fun element of gaming plus removing the monotony of
repeated tasks. The authors evaluate the performance and evolution of each patient using metrics for
fine and gross movements, as well as measuring all kinds of gameplay factors. They gathered all this
information to assess a patient’s condition, which was one thing we replicated in our own game.
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8

Evaluation methodologies
Since we developed a game for health, there are many factors that needed to be evaluated to

determine its success as a valid way of treatment for Parkinson’s disease patients. Some identified
factors in the beginning of the development and the respective results in the end of the final prototype
tests were:


Player/patient’s reaction to the game (if it excites them or not; we want to avoid a feeling of
strangeness):
o

The player/patient had an overall positive reaction to the game, they felt happy to be
playing it and could pick up almost immediately after the rules were explained to
them.



Player/patient’s evolution and progress regarding their symptoms (if the game brings delay
on symptoms’ progression):
o

We could not assess the player/patient’s evolution or progression regarding their
symptoms because there was not enough tests or time spent playing the game to
evaluate these factors.



Player/patient’s motivation towards playing and going under treatment (if the game motivates
them for further treatments):
o



The player/patient was very eager to play the game and keep playing it in the future.

Time under treatment and estimated time player/patient spend playing the game (thus
obtaining better results):
o

We could not assess how much time the player/patient would spend playing the
game overall, since they were always in a controlled environment and we were the
ones asking them to play through the levels of the game.



Quality of gameplay (if the activities in the game are consistent with the treatments they are
normally under):
o

The quality of the gameplay was validated by our supervisors and the therapists and
doctors who worked with us through the whole development time; the activities were
considered consistent with the treatments the patients are subjected to, mapping the
activities in the levels of the game to the exercises.



Precise tracking (player/patient’s movements should be correctly tracked in order to avoid
frustration):
o

The player/patient’s tracking was well done and there was no frustration related to
the movements not being detected or being incorrectly detected.
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Overall improvement of player/patient’s wellbeing and welfare (be able to perform day-to-day
movements with ease, feeling more positive and more motivated to keep the treatments and
exercises):
o

The player/patient was consistently feeling motivated and with a positive attitude
towards the game; we could not asses improvements in the movements for the long
term or their wellbeing and welfare.

We evaluated the impact of this work by having a controlled test group. Through the doctors and
therapists from Hospital Santa Maria, we had access to older adults with diagnosed Parkinson’s disease
in their rehabilitation centers. This was extremely helpful and valuable, since this way we could take the
game prototypes to them, have them test/use it, and modify or make adjustments to it according to the
received feedback. In the earliest development stage, we met these patients, and also engaged in
meetings with the doctors and therapists, to better know their struggles, what created enthusiasm in
them, what they would like to do and how they envisioned a game like this. This made our game meet
their desires and the doctors’ requirements as well.

We also tested these objectives by carrying out conversations with the patients who volunteered to
be testers, and with doctors and therapists. These conversations contained specific questions about all
the previously presented points, ranging from general and objective questions (about gameplay and
difficulty) to questions about the feelings that the game aroused in the players/patients or if they felt it
affected them in any way.
These conversations were different for all the three groups mentioned, as they had different points of
view on the matters we meant to evaluate.

Most of these factors checked out and we obtained good results in the mentioned tests, so we
considered that we have a good game that will have a positive impact on the life of Parkinson’s disease
patients.
When we can find the balance between improvement of the symptoms and treatments (learning) and
entertainment (wellbeing), our major goal will have been achieved. Even if we did not accomplish all of
these goals, the people we worked with gave us cues on how to improve gameplay aspects and the
rehabilitation process included in the game.
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9

Future Work
We still have many ideas that we intend to work on in the future to improve our game. There were

many ideas that arose during the last tests and that we wish to implement and make the solution a lot
better, to have a more meaningful impact in the lives of the Parkinson’s disease patients.

One of the additional features we wish to see in the next version of the game is including some kind
of lower body challenges. We have many ideas of how this can be done with minimum risk involved.
The most simple one is just to trigger an action (for example, for a certain period of time the balls are
worth double points) if the player steps forward and back at a certain time. We also thought about making
some new levels and challenges involving exclusively the lower body. The level we started working on
but later dropped in favor of other tasks was a stepping challenge: the main goal was that the player
had to perform a series of sequences, stepping on squares in a grid that could be seen in the screen,
like it is showing in Figure 30 - Stepping challenge.

Figure 30 - Stepping challenge

The game would consecutively show the numbers that the player would have to step on, and the
Kinect would detect if he stepped the right number. If he did, the player would score a point. The numbers
could be replaced with colors or letters, for example.

One of the things that doctors and therapists frequently emphasized was that the variety of symbols
used in the game (colors, numbers, letters, common objects) was very important for the development
of the patients, and that we could explore that a bit more in future work, including a wider variety of
symbols in the levels and challenges. They also suggested that we diversified the stimuli included in the
game (colors, sounds, different backgrounds), which is something that we thought would be very
interesting to include.

There was a suggestion of mixing some of the levels up. This would mean, for example, to combine
the Colors level with the Hands level, and the player would have to catch the balls of a specific color
with a specific hand, for both of the hands (using two colors).
In the Colors level we could still add a little additional challenge, like the goal becoming to catch balls
of alternate colors (for example the sequence: yellow, blue, yellow, blue, etc.).
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In the Numbers level it was suggested that instead of having only the option to catch the falling object
in an ascending order, we could support descending and even alternating the two of them in one game
session. The Numbers level could also have a hard difficulty which would involve some calculations (the
therapists mentioned that it was a great mental exercise for the patients). Our idea was to develop a
level in which there would be a number and an operation symbol (for sum or subtraction) splashed on
the screen and objects falling with numbers on them. The player would have to get the two correct
objects. The result of the operation between the numbers in these objects the player caught would have
to be the number on the screen. To exemplify:


There was a X+Y=7 splashed on the screen;



There were objects falling from the top of the screen with numbers on them;



The player could catch an object with a 5 and an object with a 2 to score a point.

One very requested feature from the patients and therapists alike, and that we would also like to
include in the final version of the game, was the possibility of having local multiplayer available. This
would allow the game to be played by two people using the same setup (1 PC + 1 Kinect). The patients
always asked if they could play the game their grandsons or even with their therapists, and we thought
this would be a great addition that would increase the engagement of the patients and also their
motivation to keep coming back to the game.

We also felt the need to address the speech problems in many of the patients. Early on we started
implementing this feature using the Kinect microphone and dictionaries. We had to drop it because the
speech recognition needed a lot of work and a lot of time invested in it, and we were afraid to not be
able to finish the core challenges and tasks of the game. To include the speech challenges, we
envisioned some levels that we could implement. One of them was to have some objects from a certain
category (e.g. animals, food) falling form the top of the screen and if the player caught one, he would
have to say the name of the object out loud in order to score a point.

As a final remark, we intent to add some mobility parameters: what distance has the player walked,
how far could the player reach with his arms and which arm or leg was the most lazy one and needed
more work. This is extremely useful to assess the progression of the patient’s disease and also address
the most problematic movements he may have.
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10 Conclusion
We extensively studied Serious Games and their possible impact on various areas, particularly when
they are used for diseases’ treatments and rehabilitation. Serious Games should start to be seen as a
valid method for educating, as well as being broadly used as a means of coping with different diseases.
Games for Health is a project that is full of potential and must not be disregarded in terms of scientific
research. This is why we got so interested and involved on this work: there is an actual gap between
what can be done and what is effectively being implemented in hospitals, clinics and patients’ homes.
We also described Parkinson’s disease, its treatments and symptoms. It is essential that we fully
understand the disease we are working on, so we can produce the best results in the end. Parkinson’s
disease has its own particular struggles that must be addressed when planning an alternative or
additional method of treatment and rehabilitation. As we presented above, there is already a lot work
being done in the area of Parkinson’s disease rehabilitation that resorts to videogames or different
technologies. We can look to these great examples and advancements in research to learn from them,
further exploring the main points of this work. Learning from experiences of other researchers was a key
point to achieve success in our work. We can avoid their failed experiments and try to improve the
successful ones, while also developing our own solution from the ideas that we gathered and came up
with during the ongoing research.

The projects that already exist and are being extensively tested had an important impact when we
were conceiving the present solution. Therefore, we focused our work on the most important aspects of
a Parkinson’s disease patient rehabilitation, and on symptoms that we know we can help them improve:
movement and speech difficulty, as well as some cognitive symptoms like attention span and
depression. To help with the physical symptoms, our goal was to develop activities that offer a wide
range of movement and speech challenges, although keeping them simple and motivating. Our
approach for the cognitive symptoms had to be a little different, based on the need of engagement
created by the activities and also in order to provide a fun factor associated to them. As it was previously
mentioned, there was an additional challenge, which was the older age of the players for this game.
This is a group of people (older adults) who are not as used to playing videogames as much as younger
generations. This obliged us to redefine our requirements, such as the need to make them want to keep
playing, tutorials creation and making them notice the progress they make day by day, maintaining
engagement and immersion.

Based on this, the game was designed with several objectives in mind. The first one was simplicity.
Since the game was to be played mostly by elder people with some physical impairment, it was essential
that the game was as easy as possible to interact with. Moreover, although the design was not a priority
for the current prototype, we tried to develop an environment as close as possible to reality, while
maintain the aforementioned simplicity. The asset and environment system can easily be configured
with new objects, characters, scenarios and props in a later stage of development to account for the
specific necessities of each therapy. Also, the technological prototype developed for this study was
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designed to be as flexible as possible, in terms of assets, plot and events. As we mentioned before, we
expect to develop a flexible story line editor that can adapt to different scenarios and objectives, as well
as to provide the means that allow therapists to create real-time events and dialogs or change the goals
in mid-game. Finally, each layer of the game engine is currently being measured for several parameters
that include time spent in menus or in game, player choices, performance and score. This will allow us
to extract relevant data that can be further analyzed by specialists on a back-office and combined with
the data from other patients in order to generate new knowledge about the disease, its effects and the
results of the therapy with games.

The results of the first tests were quite satisfactory, since the players were able to interact and obtain
good scores on the overall training sessions. Early game tests were used to improve the used
methodologies and try to compensate the difficulty of each goal to the patients. However, we quickly
realized that there wasn’t one single formula for all patients and the game should compensate its
difficulty based on the player’s performance. Although this intelligent adaption must be guided by
therapists, it proved efficient while taking autonomous decisions on later tests. Nevertheless, this is still
an early concept of the idea that will require further testing and is therefore proposed as future work.
The feedback that we obtained from the specialists was also very good and helped us to develop the
game in the right direction. We improved several aspects of the platform based on this feedback and
the experiences that were performed with the patients, namely in terms of data acquisition, player
adaption and specific goals to include in the game. Despite the fact that the patients did not show any
necessity of a plot, we believe that this could be an improvement over the current solution, as mentioned
above. The therapists also agreed that it would be interesting to add an alternative play mode with a
story-based gameplay in order to assess if there was any relative impact of the plot in the therapy.

As a result, we believe that this work was a success due to the obtained results and overall feedback
of both patients and medical personnel. However, we present some indications for future work, which
we believe that will result in a deeper understanding of this disease, its symptoms, and the impact of
serious games for this type of therapy.
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12 Annexes
12.1 Videos
[A] Videos complete playlist:
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAgb0Hsl8lFfcOIY6viI7qCEiNxj1atRO

Test Session 1 on 27/06/2014
[A.1] Test Session 1.1 – Patient 1. Video uploaded on http://youtu.be/f_itPvAi7rk
[A.2] Test Session 1.2 – Patient 1. Video uploaded on http://youtu.be/qfhDQN3exb0
[A.3] Test Session 1.3 – Patient 2. Video uploaded on http://youtu.be/bb5OZriw_YU

Test Session 2 on 16/09/2014
[A.4] Test Session 2.1 – Patient 1. Video uploaded on http://youtu.be/Fs25_FmyBxU
[A.5] Test Session 2.2 – Patient 1. Video uploaded on http://youtu.be/UkJxyUZW_Ow

12.2 Questionnaire
[B] Based on “The Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ)

In Portuguese for accessibility purpose.

Para o condutor do estudo e pontuações:

Fazer o questionário depois do(s) participante(s) terem realizado todos os cenários nos testes de
usabilidade.
Podem-se calcular quatro métricas das respostas obtidas a este questionário:


OVERALL: qual foi a satisfação geral;



SYSUSE: qual a utilidade do sistema;



INFOQUAL: qual a qualidade da informação;



INTERQUAL: qual a qualidade da interface.

Instruções para o participante:
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Este questionário, que começa na página seguinte, dá-lhe a oportunidade de nos dizer quais
as reacções em relação ao sistema utilizado. As suas respostas irão ajudar-nos a compreender quais
os aspectos do sistema com que está particularmente preocupado e quais os aspectos que o
satisfazem.
Tente pensar com o máximo detalhe possível nas tarefas que realizou com o sistema enquanto
responde a estas questões.
Por favor, leia cada afirmação e indique quanto concorda ou discorda com essa mesma
afirmação, circundando um número da escala representada (de 1 a 7). Se a afirmação não se aplica,
circunde N/A (Não se Aplica).
Poderá escrever comentários para elaborar nas suas respostas.
Assim que completar o questionário, iremos verifica-lo consigo para termos a certeza que
percebemos todas as respostas.

Muito obrigado!

1. De um modo geral, estou satisfeito com a facilidade que tive em usar este sistema.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

COMPLETAMENTE

DISCORDO
COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

2. Foi fácil usar este sistema.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

COMPLETAMENTE

DISCORDO
COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

3. Eu consegui completar as tarefas e cenários usando este sistema.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

COMPLETAMENTE

DISCORDO
COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

4. Eu consegui completar rapidamente as tarefas e cenários usando este sistema.
CONCORDO
COMPLETAMENTE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

DISCORDO
COMPLETAMENTE
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Comentários:

5. Eu consegui completar eficientemente as tarefas e cenários usando este sistema.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

COMPLETAMENTE

DISCORDO
COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

6. Eu senti-me confortável a usar este sistema.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

N/A

COMPLETAMENTE

DISCORDO
COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

7. Foi fácil aprender a usar este sistema.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DISCORDO

COMPLETAMENTE

COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

8. Eu acredito que me tornaria rapidamente produtivo a usar este sistema.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DISCORDO

COMPLETAMENTE

COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

9. O sistema deu-me mensagens de erro que claramente me indicavam como resolver os
problemas.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DISCORDO

COMPLETAMENTE

COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

10. Quando eu errei utilizando o sistema, consegui recuperar facilmente e rapidamente.
CONCORDO
COMPLETAMENTE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DISCORDO
COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:
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11. A informação (tal como ajuda online, mensagens no ecrã ou outra documentação) fornecida
pelo sistema era clara.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DISCORDO

COMPLETAMENTE

COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

12. Foi fácil encontrar a informação que eu precisava.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DISCORDO

COMPLETAMENTE

COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

13. A informação fornecida pelo sistema foi fácil de compreender.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DISCORDO

COMPLETAMENTE

COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

14. A informação fornecida ajudou-me a completar as tarefas e cenários.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DISCORDO

COMPLETAMENTE

COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

15. A organização da informação no sistema era clara.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

COMPLETAMENTE

DISCORDO
COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

Nota: A interface inclui os elementos que usou para interagir com o sistema. Por exemplo, alguns
elementos da interface são os botões, menus, gestos, ecrãs (incluindo o uso de gráficos e linguagem)
16. A interface deste sistema era agradável.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

COMPLETAMENTE

6

7

DISCORDO
COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

17. Eu gostei de usar a interface deste sistema.
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CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DISCORDO

COMPLETAMENTE

COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

18. O sistema tinha todas as funções e capacidades que eu esperava que tivesse.
CONCORDO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DISCORDO

COMPLETAMENTE

COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:

19. De um modo geral, estou satisfeito com este sistema.´
CONCORDO
COMPLETAMENTE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DISCORDO
COMPLETAMENTE

Comentários:
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12.3 Opinion letters
[C] Letter from Dr. Joaquim Ferreira.

[D] Letter from Dr. Josefa Domingos.

«Acredita-se que o uso dos jogos desenvolvidos neste projecto poderá proporcionar excelentes
resultados no controlo da marcha (velocidade e capacidade para andar) e é potencialmente benéfico
para prevenir dois grandes problemas característicos da doença de Parkinson: o declínio cognitivo e
os problemas de equilíbrio (especialmente quando os doentes realizam mais do que uma tarefa em
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simultâneo), que são os principais fatores responsáveis pelo aumento da frequência de quedas nesta
população.
Acredita-se que haverá ainda vantagens em associar os jogos desenvolvidos à fisioterapia
convencional, porque os jogos agora já não se limitam a atividades manuais e os utilizadores podem
mobilizar o corpo inteiro durante os jogos. Contudo, foi necessário ter em conta algumas questões
importantes como: definir os jogos de acordo com as alterações cognitivas específicas destes doentes,
pois nem todos os jogos servem a todos os propósitos, e também, é necessário contar com a presença
de um profissional para dar assistência para garantir o máximo de segurança. Assim, terá que se
desenvolver recomendações na sua utilização e é necessário selecionar os jogos de acordo com a
capacidade física e cognitiva, bem como a preferência do utente.
Importa ainda referir que foram selecionados jogos que requerem a utilização de movimentos de
grande amplitude e velocidades diferentes, bem como aqueles que também tivessem potencial de
estimulação cognitiva, envolvendo aspectos como memória de trabalho, atenção e tomada de decisão.
É, portanto, os jogos são uma associação entre capacidades motoras e cognitivas.
Para os doentes com a doença de Parkinson no estado I e II da doença, poderá existir um benefício
ainda maior porque estes podem adquirir o jogo e utilizá-lo em casa, sem a necessidade de assistência
direta de um fisioterapeuta.
O desejável seria que, com a sua utilização e uma maior aprendizagem motora, as capacidades
físicas e cognitivas treinadas permitam uma melhoria da autonomia nas atividades do dia-a-dia do
utente.»

[E] Testimonial from Dr. Margarida Silva

«A opinião que tenho sobre o jogo, é que um jogo agradável e de fácil execução. Gostei muito.»
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